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Our ambition
Global challenges such as climate change, a growing global population and a more
demanding society will lead to new perspectives on how to run a viable dairy farm in
the future. In addition, dairy farmers face the impact of reduced availability of quality
labour alongside a supply chain which is under increasing cost pressure.
At Lely, we strive to find solutions to these challenges. We work together with our
customers to improve our farming methods towards a sustainable, enjoyable and
profitable future in farming.
Large dairy farms face all these challenges and more. As farms grow, it’s no longer about duplicating the
processes, working harder or upscaling. It’s about efficiently applying diminishing resources while facing the
challenge of retaining a suitable workforce and ensuring regulatory compliance.
Running a large dairy farm means coping with challenges such as adding value to the milk, managing slurry and
nutrients effectively and – last but not least – ensuring society continues to accept our industry and our evolving
methods.
It’s our belief that many of those challenges can be faced with the proven concepts of Lely . By bringing automation
and technology to your cows, repetitive work will be reduced significantly and you’ll benefit from a smaller, yet
more skilled workforce. At the same time, animal welfare increases when your barn is designed around the cow and
present her an environment to maximise her genetic potential.
Enjoy large farming by empowering the cow and your people.
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“I believe that however good your stockmanship, when
herd size grows beyond 400 cows, it’s impossible to
achieve the high level of consistency delivered by
the robot during the milking process.”

Colin and Izzy Laird,
Blyth Farms,
Peeblesshire, Scotland, UK
“In our new shed, we’ve reduced labour
requirements by 71% since switching
from a rotary parlour.”

“We used to employ a team of seven staff to milk
three times a day, however it was becoming an
increasing challenge to both attract and retain
staff who also required accommodation,” says
Colin Laird. “Nowadays, we are running the
550 cow operation with just two full and one
part time staff, which has enabled us to make
substantial financial savings every year”.

Average yields have grown from 34 litres on 3x milking, to 40 litres
since installing eight Lely A5 robots. Mr Laird continues: “We can
take better care of each individual cow, thanks to the data
generated by the Horizon software programme. Both my team
and I are able to check the mobile app throughout the day”.
Since the robots were installed, this data has helped increase
the farm’s pregnancy rate by 8%; currently 27% against an NMR
average of 13%.

Lely’s large farming solutions
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Lely Dairy XL

Worldwide Knowledge,
Local Expertise
Automation and new technologies can help optimise your large
dairy business and animal welfare while delivering against the
growing social demand and legal regulations.

More attractive work
Worldwide, attracting and retaining a skilled workforce
is becoming increasingly difficult. The repetitive
task of milking can be seen as physically hard work.
Automation offers a solution to this growing challenge
by providing a more enjoyable working environment.
Automation can take away 50 – 60% of the repetitive
work on your farm, leaving you and your team more
time to do more specific and attractive work. In doing
so, more time is available for proactive work, helping
build a more sustainable dairy enterprise. Working
with your Dairy XL team to build Standard Operating
Procedures around your system, physically demanding
tasks can be greatly reduced.

Your license to produce

Scalable growth
Expanding your business via a traditional
parlor set up can be logistically challenging
and capital intensive.
Automated milking with single cow units simplifies that
growth since growth can be achieved incrementally and in
planned phases. This avoids the need for future-proofing
your development with surplus units and large collecting
yards. At Lely, we help you build to manage instead of
building to milk.

An increased societal focus on animal welfare and
husbandry methods means a healthy and sustainable
life for the cows is a prerequisite. Free cow traffic and
milking robots support the cow’s natural behaviour.
She can decide whether to eat, rest, feed or be milked
at a time of her choosing. An automated barn and
barn design represent the cow’s ideal world for optimal
animal welfare.

large dairy farmers around the world – will benefit
from a more efficient large dairy business which is
ready for a healthy future in farming. Lely Dairy XL
specialists are embedded in all our local markets. They
meet frequently to capture and share insights and
share knowledge on best practice.

Scalable growth
Expanding your business via a traditional parlour set
up can be logistically challenging and capital intensive.
Automated milking with single cow units simplifies that
growth since growth can be achieved incrementally
and in planned phases. This avoids the need for futureproofing your development with surplus units and
large collecting yards. At Lely, we help you build to
manage instead of building to milk.

Get it right the first time
All Lely Center facilities worldwide are supported by
regional organisations that help maximise the quality
of the service offered. These organisations are available
and, in the case that your query requires escalation, it
will be dealt with quickly and effectively by the right
people. They have the skills and experience to get it
right, first time.

A joint approach
The Lely Dairy XL team support farmers in addressing
the challenges in dairy. By offering solutions and
techniques but also by being a partner offering broad
knowledge of dairy farming and optimising daily
processes. Our goals is to ensure that our solutions
fit in to your business. In the end you – as many other

A joint journey
When you begin the transition phase, you will be
following in the footsteps of more than 15,000 farmers.
Your local Lely Center has a world of experience at their
fingertips that will enable you to go through a flawless
installation and start up.

7
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Cohesion delivers results
Finding integration between the largest assests on the dairy farm can be
challenging. Creating an environment where all of them work together
allows them to excel in their area. This will deliver increased results.

Workload
A dairy farm centers on the triangle, cows - technology
- people. With a farm design based on the ideal lactation
cycle, we embed the cow touches into a plan where the
workforce can effectively execute routines and where
technology delivers the most consistent experience by
executing the repetitive jobs. We multiply the optimal
group size and incorporate technology in the standard
operating procedures. In this environment cows
behave naturally, robots collect data and management
executes the right decisions.

=

Cows

+

Cows are central to automation and to adapting dayto-day routines. We bring technology to the cows
and not vice versa. By bringing automated milking or
feeding to the cow, she can decide herself to either get
milked, eat or rest. She does the work at her own pace
and in a natural way. She works for you in the most
efficient way possible.

Technology
By having cows and technology work for the farmer,
time is freed up to focus on other routines. Besides that,
robots work more consistent and with fewer mistakes.
You will benefit from flawless and smooth working
processes and from real-time data at the same time.
Abnormalities are highlighted and direct actions can
be performed. This enables you to make fact-based
decisions and to really focus on those cows that need
your attention.

+

People

Through smart technology and cows that work for you,
you will benefit from a smoother workflow. Processes
are easier to define and you can manage more cows
per employee. The nature of labor changes from from
repetitive milking to specific treatments of those cows
that need it. Your people work around the cow rather
than ‘under’ her. They will enjoy getting the best out of
both; the cows as well as themselves.

9
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Build to manage
Lely understands their customers and their cows. The
lactation cycle of the cow has been translated in the design
of the concept. Lely again makes a step forward in farming
innovation as until now, farms have been built to milk but now
they are built to manage. Our designs are based on the Lely
dairy XL principles.

A

Cows don’t have time
Cows have to produce milk so we should
leave the cows and let them get on with it!
Cows should stay in their dedicated groups
and we have to work around them.

B

Situate labor around the cow
The concept barn is an optimum for both cows and people.
Each part of the design is focused on a particular part
of managing the lactation cycle of the cow. A pleasant
working environment has been created, by managing
the herd and taking care of the individual cows in an
enjoyable way.

C

Management focus
increases efficiency
Effective routines and standard operating
procedures for all key activities allows
managers to manage their staff effectively.
Enjoyable and high quality working
routines drive optimal milk production and
ultimately enhance farm profits.

n far off
n close up
n stress free calving
n lactation start
n milk groups
n separation treatment areas
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It is well known that, on average, 20% of the
herd demands 80% of the available labor. By
creating a logical workflow, the milking robot
offers you more than just milking.

Only necessary work in the herd

Letting go pays off

Routines for robotic milking

Many see the lactation curve as a given. It is, however, the
result of your decisions and actions. When focusing on the ideal
lactation curve, you will capture new insights. In a stress‑free
and quiet environment, cows behave more natural. This offers
the cow the opportunity to meet her genetic potential.

It is possible to manage a herd with no more than nine touches
per cow per lactation. Our workflows, developed for robotic
milking, will offer you and your employees the necessary
tools to achieve that as smart as possible. A good barn layout
and well‑thought‑out routines can make a big difference to
labor efficiency.

The more you stay out of the herd the more relaxed your herd
will be. Treat your cows in the separation areas. Use the health
reports, the cow tools and the separation gates to have the
cows waiting for you in the defined areas.

13
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Robot layout defined
according to your goals
With more than 35,000 of our robots in operation on dairies worldwide, history has taught
us a lot about barn design and robot configurations. Whether you are building a new barn
or retrofitting an existing structure, deciding on the proper robot layout is a critical yet
enjoyable process where creativity needs to match with future goals and management
strategies. There are several different options and configurations to select from.

Toll Booth

L-shape

• Easy access from the walking lanes straight into
the robot.
• After milking or being refused, all cows exit the
robots through a common lane and away from
the robots, straight to the feed lane.
• The single return lane allows easy foot bathing
and sorting options.

• Allows cows from the management area
easy access to a robot to be milked and then
return back to the management area.
• Sorting from all three robots is ideal. Each
robot can sort to the management area.

In - Line

Head – to – head

• All robots in the same robot room.
• Ideal for cleaning and servicing
when all robots are in the
same room.
• Sorting to the management area
is possible but having cows in the
management area be re-milked is
not easily achieved.

• All robots are visible and in clear sight
throughout the entire pen, cows are more at
ease when seeing other animals.
• Lowest footprint in square meters.
• Allows cows from the management area
easy access to a robot to be milked and then
returned.
• Works best with a slatted floor in front of the
robot or with robotic scrapers as it shuts of
the alley scraper lanes.

Lely’s large farming solutions
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DairyWise
DairyWise is a farm management optimization
programme guided by “lean” principles to improve farm
performances. The programme focusses on target setting,
observing the current situation and implementing
improvements.
DairyWise stimulates this efficiency by focussing on
staff engagement, optimising value adding activities and
eliminating waste in processes.
DairyWise is an initiative by Nestlé & Lely to introduce the
Lean Approach for a bright future in Dairy Farming.

“Our employees are more
engaged and we increased
milk production per staff hour
by 28%.”
Clayton Hemminger, Hemdale Farms, USA

Effective farm processes
The complete set-up and organization of
the daily management is the next step
once the farm design and technology
setups have been decided. For this
specific step, we make use of proven
concepts for tailored advice and smart
software. Our software manages the
robots, cow routines and with our
applications, we can manage the people
routines. This integrated approach
supports you in structuring the new
routines with robots on farm.

Whole farm approach

Data for fact-based decisions

The software is designed to combine data from different
robots into cow actions and people routines. It brings useful
management information for full control and gives insights for
better management decisions.

Barn automation delivers real-time data on each cow in the
herd. The data is presented to you via a single screen through
our management system Lely Horizon. The system shows you
how your farm is running, wherever you are. It will separate
the cows that need your attention and offer you clear reports
and tasks. The management system is unique in its set up
because it originates from automatic milking. The system is
also able to connect and exchange data with other systems,
for improved efficiency. Each farm has a different approach to
managing their business. By choosing your most relevant Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs), you build your own dashboard.
The clear display of the KPIs enables you to see quickly that
everything

A Clear dashboard with key performance indicators gives
a real-time overview. Smart reports are shared frequently
for the management teams and can be sent to your trusted
advisors to help grow towards the set farm goals.

Improved efficiency
The intensification of milk production in a sustainable and
profitable way requires farmers to embrace new ways of
working. In addition farm engagement, labour efficiency and
continuous improvement are key elements to overcome
the challenges and secure farm succession. Applying a lean
approach requires identifying and removing all waste or
inefficiencies by creating new processes and a better workflow.
The approach can be applied to any type of activity on the
farm such as feeding and milking routines, animal health and
reproduction tasks and staff management.

17
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8 A5 with Lely Meteors
2 Juno
3 Discovery
5 Luna brushes

Colin Laird
Blythbridge Holsteins
Swapping a 20-year-old, 36-point rotary parlour for 8 Lely
A5s has helped to step up efficiency towards a sustainable
future in dairying for the Laird family and their 550 cow
Blythbridge pedigree Holstein herd, based in Peeblesshire,
Scotland.

Labour concerns
We used to employ a team of seven staff to milk three
times a day, however it was becoming an increasing
challenge to both attract and retain staff who also
required accommodation,” says Colin Laird.

Labour efficiency
“Nowadays, we are running the operation with just
two full and one part time staff, which has enabled
us to make substantial financial savings every year
along with accommodation requirements; each person
is also able to carry out proactive work including

foot trimming, AI, fertility management and all herd
health care. A smaller team also makes for easier
management.”

Attracting Labour
Mr Laird’s concerns over staff recruitment are reflected
in a 2021 Royal Association of British Dairy Farmers’
survey which studied trends over the last five years
and concluded that 63% of producers struggled to
recruit, whilst almost 80% of respondents said staff
recruitment was a worrying issue. Almost 50% of
respondents had employed foreign labour due to

1 Calm

A5 benefits at Blyth Farm
Rotary

A5 robot

Labour
(hours/week)

400
Total hours of which 32 hours per day in parlour, plus
bedding and moving cows about, not including, AI,
foot trimming and routine health work

116
Total hours including robot maintenance, plus
bedding, AI, foot trimming and routine health
work

Cow Numbers

590

550

Yield (kg/day)

34 (on 3 x milkings)

40 (averaging 3.1 milkings)

SCC

140

Mid 90s

Bactoscan

25

Single figures

Preg rate

19

27

difficulty in recruiting from the domestic workforce, and going
forward reliance on foreign labour was a real concern since
access to any new foreign workers was restricted post Brexit.
Furthermore, he believes that poor public perception of the
dairy sector is another major driver for staffing issues, whereas
automation provides the opportunty to redress it images from a
low to high sector opportunity.

myself and our staff are able to check throughout the day from
our phone Apps. Since the robots were installed, this data has
helped increase the farm’s pregnancy rate by 8%; it’s currently
standing at 27% against an NMR average of 13%.”

Maximising data use

He adds: “I firmly believe that however good your stockmanship,
when herd size grows beyond 400 cows, it’s impossible to
achieve the high level of consistency delivered by the robot
during the milking process and within an automated shed.”

Mr Laird continues: “We are also able to take better care of
each individual cow, thanks to the massive amount of accurate
data generated by the Horizon software programme. Both

8 Lely A5 robots help Scottish dairy unit reduce labour
requirements by 71% in 12 months
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The Lely Center
Your partner for
today and tomorrow
The Lely Center in your area
is your local partner in dairy
automation. Over the years,
Lely has built a comprehensive
network of specialists, combining
their experience in dairy
automation with local knowledge.
Their main goal is to help you
get all the benefits from your
Lely equipment.

Regional knowledge and experience

Dedicated automation support

Dairy farming is in our blood

The farm management advisors at your local Lely Center
keep an eye on the wider picture – starting with a smooth
transition to robotic milking followed by checking in with
you regularly to see that your herd is performing to its
potential. Because they have other systems installed in your
area, they are up to speed with any regional challenges or
issues and are able to address your needs.

Remember that you will have full access to Lely’s
certified technicians, through your local Lely Center.
Their knowledge, help and support is available 24/7
to ensure that your Lely Astronaut plays its integral
role in optimising the productivity and profitability
of your farm.

Many of Lely’s staff come from a farming background
themselves. They understand how farms work and are
receive annual before being tested on their knowledge.
By partnering with Lely, expertise to assist both new
and existing customers are on hand seven days a
week, twenty four hours a day

21
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Milestones to success
After deciding on the ideal barn layout several contact and advice
milestones will be met before the actual start-up of the barn will take
place. A successful large dairy farm will need to focus on three important
factors; Feed Management: People Management and Cow Management.
For example staff trainings, herd preparation and so on. As the startup
period ends, we begin the next step. On an organizational level, we seek
contact to work together on the optimization of your farm, with a service
level of your choice.

1

Determine long-term goals and objectives

2

Analyze management and integration of robotics

3

Determine robot set-up and barn design

4

Product and services determined

5

Sign sales & service agreements

6

Alignment with all stakeholders - set the timeline

7

Delivery and installation

8

Preparation of the herd

9

Education of staff

10

Handover and start-up

11

Evaluation start-up

12

Continious development plan

23
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Red Cow Community

Connecting large dairy farms
for a better future
Large dairy farms worldwide face the challenge of building a future-proof company,
while maintaining social support. Thanks to the Red Cow Community - a partnership
based on providing inspiration, connections and networking - our Dairy
XL customers gain new insights to improve their business
results, by distancing themselves from
existing structures.

More than just upscaling
Owners of large dairy farms with more than 500 milking cows are in a different position than the
average dairy farmer. It is no longer about duplicating the same, or working harder, nor about
upscaling alone. It’s about efficiently applying the available and diminishing resources, like land and
water. This makes large Dairy farms extremely suitable for applying new technologies and methods.

Collecting valuable new insights
The collaborative environment of the Red Cow Community makes it possible for members to look
at common challenges from various angles, and sometimes make sensitive subjects open for
discussion. By sharing knowledge, members of the Red Cow Community are able to collect valuable
new insights for their business.

Events, knowledge base and advice
Members of the Red Cow Community meet up every 2 years for an inspiring event hosted by Lely
Dairy XL. A program centered around knowledge sharing and dairy farm visits. In addition, the
members keep in touch through online media and the Dairy XL team and knowledge base. It also
includes weekly updates on the daily operations of their milking robots and advice on further
optimization of their business.
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“ Robots gave us the opportunity
to grow in phases”
Brian Houin, Homestead Dairy, USA

Are you expanding the bright way?
Expanding your dairy farm is something you plan and implement over a long time. You can do it gradually,
so that it remains manageable in terms of financing and labour. However, as nobody can see into the
future, you also want to retain a certain degree of flexibility. Milking robots fit this strategy perfectly, as
milk capacity and investment can grow in line with the increase in the number of dairy cattle - no matter
how high that number is.

Expanding starts with your local Lely Center.
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Lely Centers in the United Kingdom and Ireland
United Kingdom
Lely Center Kilmarnock
t
01563 884343
Lely Center Longtown
t
01228 792735
Lely Center Midlands
t
01785 281250
Lely Center Yeovil
t
01935 577024
Lely Center Devon & Cornwall
t
01409 254413

Ireland
Kilmarnock

Lely Center Eglish
t
0283 7548228
Lely Center Mullingar
t
086 4178424

Longtown

Lely Center Mitchelstown
t
025 41665

Eglish

Mullingar
Midlands

Mitchelstown

Yeovil
Devon and Cornwall
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